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Abstract

From many experiments with low energy photon scattering on deformed
rare earth nuclei we have obtained detailed information about the distri-
bution of electric dipole strength below 4MeV. Apart from some weaker
transitions between 2 and 4 MeV we observed one and sometimes two very
strong El-groundstate transitions around 1.5 MeV in all examined nuclei.
They arise from the deexcitation of the baudheads of the (J'r,K)=(l~,0) and
(J' r,K)=(l~,l) octupole vibrational bands. It is shown that the decay branch-
ing ratios and the absolute transition strengths of these states can be repro-
duced rather well with an improved T(El)-operator in the sdf-Interacting
Boson Model.

Another class of octupole states has been investigated in the region of the
semimagic nucleus H2Nd. Here a quintuplet of collective excitations around
3.5 MeV is expected due to the coupling of the 3~-octupole vibration with
the 2+-quadrupole vibration. We performed photon scattering experiments
on the odd A neighbouring nucleus 141Pr and found first evidence for the
existence of 3~®'2+®particIe-states.



INTRODUCTION

In 1983 a group around A. Richter and D. Bohle identified a new collective or-
bital magnetic dipole mode in electron scattering experiments at the DALINAC-
accelerator in Darmstadt [1, 2]. The discovery of the so called "scissors-mode"
initiated extensive investigations both in the experimental and theoretical field. Nu-
clear Resonance Fluorescence as well as electron scattering experiments have been
performed in different regions of the isotopic table at the laboratories in Stuttgart,
Giesseu and Darmstadt [3-6]. Due to the great interest in the magnetic dipole ex-
citations (discussed in the contribution by A. Richter in this book) one tended to
neglect for a while the experimental results on the electric dipole modes which si-
multaneously have been observed, iu the measurements. However, these results are
very interesting too and it is the aim of this paper to illustrate this by discussing
some aspects of electric dipole ecitations.

Low lying electric dipole excitation modes of nuclei have been studied during
the last decades in several experimental and theoretical works [7-16]. In a collective
picture El-transitions are forbidden if one assumes a homogenous charge distribu-
tion and reflection symmetry in the nucleus [17]. This is in agreement with the
strengths of most of the observed El-transitions as they exhibit B(El)]-values
around 10~4-10~5 Weisskopf units [IS, 19]. But for a small number of excited states
(expecially in the rare-earth and actinide region) one finds low lying El-transitions
which are several orders of magnitude larger [20, 21]. This phenomenon occurs as
well in deformed as in spherical nuclei.

Figure 1 displays the excitation energy of the lowest lying l"-state in the chain of
the Nd-isotopes (closed circles), ranging from the spherical nucleus 142Nd to the well
deformed nucleus 150Nd. Included are the sum energies of the lowest lying 2 + - and
3~-excitations (open triangles). One can see a strong correlation between Er(l~)
and (Ex(2

+)+Ex(Z~)) which clearly points to the existence of octupole vibrational
states in nuclei with different nuclear shapes.

In the well deformed rare earth uuclei the electric dipole excitations below 4 MeV
split into two different groups:

The first group consists of one or two very strong transitions from l~-states
around 1-1..5 MeV. One can interpret these states as the bandheads of the octupole
vibrational bands. Due to the strong coupling of the octupole vibration with the
quadrupole deformed core, the octupole states split into two different bands char-
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Figure 1: Comparison of the excitation energies of the lowest lying l~-levels (closed
circles) in the Nd-isotopes with the sum energies (open triangels) of the 2+ and
3~-leveIs. A similar picture for the Sm-isotopes has been given by F. R. Metzger
[20].

acterized by their K-quantum number. It has been found earlier that the El -
groundstate transitions from the (J'r,K)=(l~,l)-bandheads are much smaller than
the transitions from the (J^KMl-^-baudheads [22, 23, 24]. This is in agree-
ment with the results of our photon scattering studies too: Within our detection
limit we found only very few El-transitions with AK=1. In these rare cases the
decay branching ratios deviate from the Alaga rules, possibly pointing to mixing of
the K=l with a K=0 state.

The second group contains a number of weaker El-transitions between 2 and
4MeV. Recent Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence (NRF) experiments with Compton-
polarimeters yielded negative parity for two J=l states .in 1S0Nd and 162Dy near
2.5 MeV [25, 6]. Both states have relatively strong El-groundstate transitions and
exhibit branching ratios which lie between the expected values for pure K=l or pure
K=0 states. The higher lying states above 2.5 MeV have branching ratios pointing
to K=0.

The first part of the present work will focus on the first group of electric dipole
excitations in well deformed rare earth nuclei. After a short summary of the ex-
perimental results, we will show that it is possible to describe these octupole sta-



tes in the framework of the sdf-Interacting Boson Model (sdf-IBA). An improved
T(El)-operator in this model is able to reproduce the branching ratios and absolute
transition strengths rather well.

The second part of this paper deals with another class of octupole excitations: In
spherical nuclei one expects a quintuplet of two-phonon states due to the coupling
of the 3**-octupole excitation with the 2+-quadrupole excitation. In the N=S2
nucleus 142Nd the l~-state of this multiplet has been identified in photon-scattering
experiments at 3.425 MeV [20, 26]. Recently some experimental effort has been spent
to detect other states of the two-phonon multiplet in 1-12Nd [27] and 144Sra [2S].

The odd A neighbouring nucleus I41Pr can be described by coupling the wave
function of the core nucleus 142Nd with an additional proton-hole. Therefore we
performed photon-scattering experiments to investigate two-phonou-particle-states
(2+ X 3~xparticle) in M1Pr. Strong evidence for the existence of these states has
been found.

ELECTRIC DIPOLE EXCITATIONS
IN EVEN-EVEN NUCLEI

Nuclear Resonance Fluorescence (NRF) experiments are selective in strength and
spin. The experimental set-up of the Stuttgart-Giessen-Cologne collaboration at
the Stuttgart Dynamitron uses a continuous bremsstrahlung spectrum for the popu-
lation of dipole excitations. Therefore one gets information about all spin one states
in the energy region between ~1.2 and 4 MeV which have groundstate decay widths
above a certain detection limit. One may denote this property of the NRF-method
"completeness for spin one states".

The parity of the excited J=l states is determined directly using Cornpton-
polarirneters as photon detectors [6, 29] or by comparing our data with the results of
electron-scattering experiments [30]. Another observable allowing to make assump-
tions for the parity of the excited states is the K-quantum number: All hitherto
known experimental data and the predictions of the IBA-2 model point to negative
parity for J=l states with K=0. In NRF-experiments the K-quantum number of
the excited states is extracted from the data by comparing the decay branching
ratios into the groundstate band with the predictions of the Alaga-rule. This is
demonstrated in fig. 2 for two transition in ir4Yb. It has been shown in a system-
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Figure 2: Decay of a l~-state with K=0 (upper part) and with K=l (lower part)
into the groundstate-band in 174Yb. The decay branching ratios follow roughly the
Alaga-rules, i.e. the K=0 state decays predominantly to the 2f-state whereas the
K=l state decays predominantly to the groundstate.
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Figure 3: Distribution of El-strength in the Rare Earth. The numerical value of
the parity independent unit cTjj"' can be identified with the S(£l)f-strength in
10-3eafma.

atic study that most of the observed branching ratios fulfill this rule [31]. We will
see later that deviations from the Alaga rule are a hint for K-mixing of the excited
states. This property will be quite important for the interpretation of the low lying
octupole states.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of El-strength in the well deformed rare earth
nuclei obtained in photon-scattering experiments [32, 33, 34, 35]. The parities of the
lowest lying states with very strong groundstate transitions have been determined
in various other experiments whereas the parities of the higher lying states have
been assigned due to their K-quantum number K=0. The strengths are given in the
parity independent unit cT5erf where I"1"1' is the energy reduced groundstate decay
width (F"d = To/El). The factor c is choosen in such a way that the product
C-TQ"1 gives the £?(£l)f-strength in 10~3e2fm2 if the transition in question is an
El--transition.



Table 1: Excitation energies E r, branching ratios ReiP(K), reduced decay widths F"d

absolute transition strengths f ? (£ l ) | and hindrance factors Fiy=Bvy(El)/Bea!p(El)
of the K=0 states below an excitation energy of ~2MeV. The spin J= l of these
states is determined from angular correlation nieasurments in the NRF-experiments
whereas in most of the cases the negative parity has been taken from ref. [36].
The hindrance factors F\v have been calculated using the single particle VVeisskopf
estimate explained in eq. 1.

Nucleus

i so N d

1 5 6Gd

1 5 8Gd
1 6 0Gd

160Dy

162 Dy

16"Dy
l G 6Er
168 Er
i -oE r

172Yb

174Yb

E,

[MeV]

0.S53
1.243
1.367
1.264
1.224
1.966
1.489
1.276
1.983
1.675
1.663
1.7S6
1.824
1.599
2.210
1.711

Rcxp

1.99±0.30
1.51±0.39
2.48±0.35
l.S6±0.22
1.92±0.25
2.20±0.32
1.73±0.36
1.36±0.33
1.94±0.25
1.54±0.15
1.74±0.0-5
1.97±0.06
1.87±0.08
1.90±0.38
1.71±0.16
1.55±0.21

1 0

[meV]

5.3±2.2
3.5±1.4
5.6±2.1
7.0±1.6
6.7±1.9
1.6±0.4
7.6±0.8
5.1±0.9
3.9±0.5
7.7±1.0
9.3±0.6
9.6±0.6
5.9±0.4
3.7±l.l
3.6±0.7
5.1±1.2

E

[10

15
10
16
19
19
4

21
14
11
22
26
27
16
10
10
14.

f(£i)T

-3e2/m2]

.1±6.3

.0±4.0

.0±5.9

.9±4.7

.1±5.3

.6±1.1
7±2.2
7±2.5
2±1.4
0±3.0
6±1.6
2±1.6
9±1.1
7±3'.2
5±2.0
6±3.3

B.(El)
B.,p(El)

m
3.4±1.3
5.6±2.2
3.5±1.3
2.8±0.7
3.0±0.8

12.4±3.0
2.6±0.3
3.9±0.7
5.1±0.6
2.6±0.4
2.2±0.1
2.1 ±0.1
3.5±0.2
5.6±1.7
5.7±1.1
4.1±0.9
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Figure 4: Summed El-strength below 2 MeV versus the mass number A.

The energies, branching ratios and absolute transition strengths of the strongest
transitions have been summarized in table 1. The last column gives the hindrance
factor Fn/=BvK(El)/Bexp(El) where B^(El) denotes the single particle Weisskopf
estimate

Bvv(Ei) T = 3-

~ 5.8e2fm2for A=166. (1)

One can see that most of the branching ratios fulfill the Alaga rule for states with
K=0 (Rexp=2.0). This leads to the interesting conclusion that electric dipole tran-
sitions from the octupole vibrational states with K=l are much weaker than tran-
sitions from the states with K=0. The property that B(E1,AK=1)/B(E1,AK=O)
is small has been found earlier during the examination of odd A nuclei by Kocbach
[37] and predicted theoretically by Soloviev [15]. Later we will show that the sdf-
Interacting Boson Model is able to reproduce the small ratio too.



As has been mentioned above, deviations of the branching ratios from the Alaga
rule values can be explained by K-mixing, which means that the K=0 and K=l
octupole vibrational bands mix. In this case (clue to width attraction) one expects
to observe both bandheads. Examples are the levels at 1.243 MeV and 1.367 MeV in
156Gd. From the observables of the NRF-experimeuts (branching ratios and absolute
strengths) we could calculate in a two-level mixing-analysis that the mixing matrix
element lias a value of Vmia:=52.6±7.5 keV [3S]. This "is in agreement with Coriolis-
mixing calculations of Backlin [22] and Greenwood [23, 24] but their method need
additional information about the higher lying members of the bands.

If one adds up the El-streugths below 2 MeV (i.e. adding the strength of the
low lying octupole excitations) for each nucleus, one gets the plot shown in fig. 4.
The strength is nearly constant up to mass number A=16S with an average value of
£(£l)T=24xlO-3e2fm2. Then it drops to B{El)l~ 17 x 10-Vfm2 for the heavier
nuclei. We note that these £(£l)T-values correspond to several 10"3 Weisskopf
units whereas the average strength of El-transitions in this mass region is around
10"5-10~4 Weisskopf units [18, 39]. The question arises how such strong electric
dipole transitions from the octupole states can be described in a theoretical model.
It has been shown recently that the admixture of the Giant Dipole Resonance which
carries a B(£l)t~strength of somee2fm2 to the low lying octupole states may explain
the observed El-strength [13, 40].

DESCRIPTION OF El-TRANSITIONS IN THE
SDF-INTERACTING BOSON MODEL

The original Interacting Boson Model (IBA) with s- and d-boson is only able to
describe states with positive parity [41]. If one adds an additional p-boson with
J"=l~ (representing the Giant Dipole Resonance) and a f-boson with J'r=3~ (rep-
resenting an octupole vibration) the model is extended to describe negative parity
states [10, 11, 12, 42]. The T(El) operator in the spdf-space has the following form:

T{E\ y?dl = afd(d*f)l + a,lp((?p)l + asp(s
fp)l + k.c. (2)

We assume that the parameters «/,;, aup and asp only depend on the total number
of bosons, N.



If one assumes that the p-boson represents the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR)
and thus has an excitation energy of ~L5MeV, it is possible to project the El-
operator from the full spdf-space into the sdf-space, i.e. the p-boson is eliminated
via pertubation theory [43]. The T(El)-operator then has the form [43, 44]:

.c. (3)

,} h.c. (4)
aJd J

(5)

where CliM as well as 0\,,t are the two-body terms

0[JX2) = E v/2TM(-l)'"+1 {] i ;,} [QLto) x (<*7 + f'dYX (6)

OUXz) = [QU(X2) x (*7 + Ps)X (7)
with

Q3M*) = (s*d + d*s)2 + X2(tPd)\ (8)

If one demies ei.-=a/d, xi := ®ps/&fd a»u'l ,\'i := adp/ctjtl the T(El)-operator finally
is written in the following form:

T{E\)«" = e; [rft/ + .vitftUaj + x',Oito)] + A.c (9)

The parameter ê  is called "effective charge". The structural parameters x and x'
weighing the different two-body terms depend (from our assumption) only on the
total number of bosons. One should be aware of the implicit ^-dependence (due to
the Quadrupole-operator Q,,i) of the two-body terms Oi and 0,. This parameter
X2 varies considerably for different nuclei.

The usual way to determine the parameters x a'icl X' ls through a fit to ex-
perimental data. We will rather employ a different approach using an Alaga rule
constraint for the determination of the parameters. This method is very simple
and it allows to make predictions for the Ei-brauching ratios from the Hamiltonian
alone. It is also applicable in the case of very scarce experimental data. In order to
use the Alaga rule constraint we consider a nucleus which has a dynamical SU(3)
symmetry and thus also states with good K-quantum number. Here we expect from
experimental data and from the geometrical model that the Alaga rule holds for the

10



decay branching ratios:

R -

In order to calculate these branching ratios we generate wave funtions with good
K by increasing the quadrupole force Aj in the Hamiltonian:

H,df = H,u (SU(:i)) + tjnj + A-2 (Q,d • Qj) . (12)

If one now calculates the branching ratios of the states with good K with the T(E1)-
operator of eq. 9 one finds that the ratios RA-=O and RA-=I depend strongly on the
parameters Xi a n c ' Xi- Therefore it is crucial to have good parameters which can
obtained by solving the equations:

RK=O(XUX\) = 2.00 (13)

RK^(XUX\) = 0-50 • (H)

Once the parameters are fixed (and they are assumed to be the same for nuclei
with the same number of valence nucleons) it is possible to calculate all B(El)-ratios
without any free parameters.

Table 2 summarizes the results of the sdf-IBA-calculations for low lying 1~-
states in the nuclei 156Gd, ls8Gd, 1(3SEr and 17iYb. The third column compares
the measured experimental branching ratios (data from different experiments are
given) with the predictions of the sdf-IBA. One can see that the agreement is very
good, even for those states with brandling ratios strongly deviating from the Alaga-
rule. In the next column tlae f?{£l)T-strength measured in our photon-scattering
experiments is compared with the values from the model calculation. The IBA-
B(£l)T-strength depends on the effective charge ej given in the last column. We
fitted this charge for each nucleus to all known El-transitions. One can see that e!
is nearly constant for the lighter nuclei. The experimental data again are reproduced
rather well.

A very interesting observable is the ratio Z of the El-matrix elements with AK=1
and AK=0:

(A' + | )(A = 0 | r ( £ l ) | / v = l )
(A'» = 0+ \T(E\) I A'- = 0-) ' { '

11



Table 2: Comparison of experimental data with the prediction, of the sdf-IBA-
Model, see explanation in the text.

Nucleus

l s 6Gd

158Gd

i68E r

m Y b

E r

[keV]

Exp

1243

1367

977

1264

1359

17S6

1155

1599

IBA

120S

1347

1026

1207

1344

179S

1142

1582

30-,,/B

Exp

1.5±0.4<°>
1.3±0.1(*>

2.5±0.4<°>
2.3±0.1(6>

1.0±0.l'e)

l.9±0.2<n>
1.8±0.2<c>

2.9±0.S<'"

2.0±0.1<">

4.4±0.3<e>

1.9±0.4<">
1.8±0.2(e>

1-0)

IBA

1.5

2.3

1.0

2.1

4.0

2.1

4.7

1.9

B{E
[10-3e

Exp

10±4

16±6

-

20±5

-

27±2

_

ll±3

2
1 ) T 2

IBA

12.6

11.7

4.7

19.S

0.7

24.6

0.3

11.1

Z

IBA

0.11

0.06

0.06

0.05

[e-fm]

IBA

0.27

0.25

0.27

0.15

(°> Data from ref. [21].
W Data from ref. [22].
W Data from ref. [24].
W Data from ref. [36].
(') Data from ref. [23].
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0

Figure 5: Experimental (closed squares) and predicted (continuous lines) branch-
ing ratios in lS6Gd. The open triangles are the values from the Alaga-rule. The
branching ratios K\ and R2 are defined in eqs. 16 and 17 in the text.

The fifth column of table 1 gives tlie ratio Z of the El-matrix elements defined in
equation 15. This ratio depends only on the total number of bosons. It is very small
for the examined nuclei which is in agreement with previous results obtained from
Coriolis mixing analyis [22, 23, 24, 37]. The fact that Z is small in the deformed
rare earth region and that it ca.11 be reproduced by the IBA without free parameters
is very interesting. It is a challenge to gain a deeper understanding of this property.

Figure 5 shows that the T(El)-operator discussed above is even able to predict
the branching ratios of higher lying states in 15<5Gd with J ^ l . The left part of this
figure compares the predictions of the sdf-IBA (continuous line) and the predictions
of the Alaga-rule (open triangles) with the experimental values (closed squares) for
the branching ratio R1 into the groundstate band

/ ? , =

The right part examines the transitions into the 7-band:

(16)

tt (17)

One can see that the agreement between the mode! calculation and the experimental
data again is very good.

13



We conclude that the self-Interacting Boson Model reproduces the experimental
observables of the low lying octupole states rather well. Using an Alaga-rule con-
straint all branching ratios are predicted from the Hamiltonian without additional
free parameters. The absolute transition strengths depend only on the effective
charge. We note that the sdf-IBA predicts as well a small ratio Z between the
AK=1 and AK=0 transition matrix elements. This interesting feature of l~-states
will be subject to further investigations.

OCTUPOLE-QUADRUPOLE STATES IN 141Pr

We will now leave the region of well deformed nuclei and investigate the more or less
spherical isotopes. In figure 6 the (7,7')-spectrum of the semimagic nucleus 142Nd is
shown between 2.7 and 3.6 MeV. One can identify a very stroug El-transition from
a l~-state at 3425 keV with a groundstate decay width of ro=229±34meV which
corresponds to several 10~3 Weisskopf units (inWu) [26]. This state is believed to
be a member of the two-phonon 2+®3~-multiplet. The two-phonon structure is
assumed due to two arguments: First we showed in the introduction in fig. 1 that
there is a strong correlation between the energy of the lowest lying 1 "-state and the
sum energy of the lowest 3~- and 2+-state in the Nd-isotopes. (The same correla-
tion for the Sm-isotopes has been discussed by F. R. Metzger [20].) In addition it
has been shown by Barfield et. al [4n] that the corresponding El-transition opera-
tor in the N=82 nucleus M4Sm clearly has a two-body nature, i.e. a the l~-state
has a 2+ (g) 3~-structure. Intensive experimental investigations with different exper-
imental probes (e.g. elastic particle scattering) have been initiated to discover other
states of the multiplet [27, 28].

If one couples a single proton or neutron (which is equivalent to the coupling of
a proton- or ueutron-hole) to these two-phonon states, one creates a large number
of states. In photon scattering experiments mainly dipole transitions are induced
from the groundstate. Therefore one can populate all states with J=JO-1, Jo or Jo+1
where Jo denotes the groundstate spin. One should consider that states with equal
spin J in the multiplet may mix.

Figure 7 shows the low energy level scheme of the investigated odd A nucleus
141Pr. There is a low lying 7/2+-excitation at 145 keV above the 5/2+-groundstate.

14
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Figure S: NRF-spectrum llUPr in the energy region of the two-phonon-excitations.
Brackets underneath the spectrum connect groundstate transitions with the corre-
sponding transitions to the first excited state at 145 keV

Therefore one expects that the two-phonon-particle excitations in H1Pr could be
mixtures of 2+ <gl 3" ®d5/2 and 2+ ® 3 ' ®g7/2-configuratious. This could be checked
in the spectra if one observes states which partly decay to the first excited g7/2-state.

The (7,7;)-spectra of l'"Pv in the energy region of the two-phouon excitation
is shown in fig. 8. One can observe many transitions carrying El-strength. We
detected a few pairs of peaks (indicated by brackets underneath the spectrum in
fig. 8) corresponding to the transitions to the first excited state and the grouudstate
as was expected from the arguments given in the last paragraph. Due to the am-
biguity of the spin-assignments (the angular c ̂ relation function for the different
spin-sequences are nearly identical) it is only possible to extract the groundstate
decay widths of the corresponding states with a systematic error. For the strongest
transitions the data evaluation yielded groundstate decay widths up to one mWu
of electric dipole strength. If one adds up the groundstate decay width of 141Pr
between 2.8 and 3.5 MeV one gets a value of r y m = 240 ± 9O(iJ3°) meV. This is
very close to the decay width of the 3425keV El-transition in H2Nd for which we
measured a value of ro=229±34meV.
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In conclusion we found first evidence for the existence of two-phonon-particle
(2+ ® 3~®particle) states in 141Pr. The summed groundstate decay width in the
energy region between 2.S and 3.5 MeV is very close to the value found in the core
nucleus 142Nd. From the photon scattering data we can learn much about the
structure of these excitations. Nevertheless further experiments and theroretical
calculations are needed for a better understanding of the two-phonon states.
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